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Report
Ukraine is very beautiful country. We have a lot of natural resources. But in
our country people don't know how to use them and how to care about
them. We tried to explain that ecology now is one of the biggest problem in
Ukraine, and we need to do something.

Introduction
The presentation began with team building exercise. In Switzerland, we
found it important, so we played a game named “ Tunnel”.

The concept was of this game was to run as fast as you can through
“Tunnel”. In this game you trained your confidence in your teammates.
However, student couldn't run because there was a problem that they
weren't sure that their friends would raise their hands high enough. But in
the end they made it correctly.

After this event students used their phones and tried to discover their
“Footprint”.
They were shocked by results.
After this exercise they had 5 minutes to think “how they could change it?”
After the exercise we started the discussion. The main topic of our
discussion was electric cars. We came up with the idea that now electric
cars have a lot of benefits, but 50% of the power they use is “unclear”
because it is made from hydro, coal and atomic power stations. It pollutes
environment because it's made with “unclear” methods. Second idea was
that not many people in Ukraine know that we have enormous problems
with ecology. In another hand there are also many Ukrainians who want to
improve ecological situation in our country. We do have problems which
need our attention!

Conclusion

To sum up, we would like to say that we are very pleased with everything
we’ve done and we were surprised that students enjoyed this type of work.
For us, it was a real success. They were very interested in everything we
were saying and they tried their best to do everything we asked. Our small
team was absolutely sure, that step by step we could make our country and
even the world much better.
We brought only good memories from Switzerland. And we understood that
future of this world in our hands.

